
Russian honour guards march in front of the Motherland Calls statue at the
Mamayev Kurgan World War Two Memorial complex in Volgograd.  

A man walks past a graffiti depicting Peter the Great, the founder of Saint
Petersburg, in Saint Petersburg. The city celebrated the 350th anniversary of
the birth of Peter the Great on June 9. 

Russian honour guards march beneath the names of deceased Russian sol-
diers written on the wall.  — AFP photos
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M
ore than three centuries after he
sought to bring Russia closer to
Europe, Russians on Thursday

marked the 350th birthday of tsar Peter
the Great with the country deeply isolated
over the Ukraine conflict. Inspired by time
spent abroad, Peter made huge efforts to
modernise his vast and under-developed
nation during his rule from 1682 to 1725,
most famously building Saint Petersburg
as Russiaʼs “window to Europe”.

Celebrations will be held in his name-
sake city and Moscow to mark the
anniversary of Peterʼs birth on June 9,
1672, with President Vladimir Putin
attending a new exhibition in the capital
dubbed “Peter the Great: The Birth of the
Empire”. With ties between Russia and

the West shattered by Moscowʼs military
intervention in Ukraine, authorities are
downplaying Peterʼs affinity for Europe,
instead focusing on his role in expanding
Russian territories and consolidating
state power.

“An outstanding statesman, military
leader and patriot, he devoted his whole
life to serving the Fatherland,” Putin, him-
self from Saint Petersburg, said in a
statement this week to mark the anniver-
sary. Peter was inspired by trips to
Europe as a young man to transform
Russia into a great European power.
Over his reign he implemented sweeping
political, military and social reforms
aimed at Westernising Russia, trans-
forming the country into a naval power

and vastly expanding its territory. He also
tolerated little dissent, brutally putting
down an uprising in 1698 by torturing
and publicly executing more than 1,000
rebels. “Peter I can be an emblematic fig-
ure for both supporters of European-style
liberalism and for supporters of the
ʻstrong stateʼ,” Saint Petersburg historian
and journalist Daniel Kotsubinsky told
AFP. “The current authorities will put the
emphasis on his role as a strongman for
the state,” he said.

ʻClose the windowʼ 
The conflict in Ukraine, which saw

Moscow send troops into the pro-
Western country in late February, has left
Russia more isolated from the West than

at almost any time in its history. Flights to
the European Union have been banned,
sanctions have cut off Russians from
Western imports and Western retailers,
from McDonaldʼs and Starbucks to cloth-
ing retailers H&M and Zara, have shut-
tered their doors.

In the run-up to Thursdayʼs anniver-
sary, Russian social media has been
full of commentary wondering what
happened to Peterʼs vision. Memes
making the rounds show photos of the
tsar, sometimes in a montage with
Putin, and slogans like “Peter I opened
the window to Europe, Putin will close
it” or “Close the window to Europe, the
view is horrible.”

Asked about the anniversary recently,

Putinʼs spokesman Dmitry Peskov
insisted the window remained open. “No
one is planning to close anything,” he
told journalists. For Russian historian
Boris Kipnis, “whatever the historical cir-
cumstances, if we abandon the path set
by Peter I, we will ruin the country and
the people.”

“Russia is a European country,” he
said. Despite the tensions, 47-year-old
Saint Petersburger Svetlana Stepanova
said she was planning to enjoy
Thursdayʼs festivities. “Peter I made
Russia into a great power, Putin also
wants to see a great Russia,” she said.
“That is whatʼs most important.” — AFP

Europe’s ‘largest 
predatory dinosaur’ 
found by fossil hunter

A
giant crocodile-faced dinosaur dis-
covered on the Isle of Wight by one
of Britainʼs best fossil hunters was

probably the largest predator ever to stalk
Europe, scientists said on Thursday. Most
of the bones of the two-legged spinosaurid
were found by the late local collector Nick
Chase, who dedicated his life to combing
the beaches of the island on Englandʼs
southern coast for dinosaur remains.

Researchers at the University of
Southampton then used the few bones
available to identify what they have called
the “White Rock spinosaurid”, they said in a
study published in the journal PeerJ. “This
was a huge animal, exceeding 10 metres
(33 feet) in length and judging from some of
the dimensions, probably represents the
largest predatory dinosaur ever found in
Europe,” said Chris Barker, a PhD student
who led the study.

While admitting it would be better to
have more bones, Barker told AFP the
“numbers donʼt lie-it is bigger than the
biggest known specimen” previously found
in Europe. Thomas Richard Holtz, a verte-
brate paleontologist from the University of
Maryland not involved in study, agreed that
the new find “does seem to be larger” than
a huge predator whose fossilised remains
were discovered in Portugal.

Why the long face? 
The White Rock spinosaurid-which the

researchers hope to formally name as a
new species-is from the Early Cretaceous
period and is estimated to be around 125
million years old.

Barker said that makes it the youngest
spinosaurid found in Britain, two or three
million years younger than the well-known
Baryonyx. Spinosaurids are known for their
elongated heads. Rather than having the
boxy skull of a Tyrannosaurus rex, their
faces look more like that of a crocodile.

A leading theory to explain this trait is
that they hunted on water as well as land.
“Theyʼre kind of like storks and herons,
wading in and snatching fish from the sur-
face,” Barker said. The White Rock spin-
osaurid was discovered in a lagoonal
coastal environment where few dinosaur
fossils are normally found.

“It helps start to paint a picture of what
animals were living in the time, which is a
very poorly known part of English palaeon-
tological heritage,” Barker added.

The team had already discovered two
new spinosaurid species on the Isle of
Wight, including the Ceratosuchops infero-

dios-dubbed the “hell heron”. “This new ani-
mal bolsters our previous argument-pub-
lished last year-that spinosaurid dinosaurs
originated and diversified in western
Europe before becoming more wide-
spread,” study co-author Darren Naish
said.

Collectorʼs ʻuncanny abilityʼ 
The palaeontologists paid tribute to

Chase, who always donated whatever
bones he found to museums. “Most of
these amazing fossils were found by Nick
Chase, one of Britainʼs most skilled
dinosaur hunters, who sadly died just
before the Covid epidemic,” said study co-
author Jeremy Lockwood, a PhD student at
the University of Portsmouth.

Barker said Chaseʼs “uncanny ability” to
find bones showed that “itʼs not just profes-
sional palaeontologists who are making
impacts in the discipline”. The discovery
“highlights the fact that collectors have a big
role to play in modern palaeontology and
their generosity helps move science for-
wards”, he added.

And if there any aspiring fossil hunters
hoping to pick up where Chase left off, the
palaeontologists would welcome more
White Rock spinosaurid bones. “We hope
that a passerby might pick up some bits
and donate them,” Barker said. — AFP

Letters reveal 
Proust’s house 
guest from hell

A
trove of never-before-seen letters
reveal that French literary giant
Marcel Proust made a previously

unknown trip to England and was driven
around the bend by a scrounging house
guest. Any crumbs about the author (1871-
1922), whose monumental “In Search of
Lost Time” is considered one of the great-
est books of all time, are treated with fan-
boy excitement by the worldʼs many Proust
obsessives.

So a new book of letters between the
writer and a lifelong banker friend, pub-
lished in France on Thursday, makes for a
veritable banquet of Proustian marginalia.

Horace Finaly was a classmate who
ended up heading the Banque de Paris et
des Pays-Bas, todayʼs giant BNP Paribas.
The letters had been kept by Finalyʼs fami-
ly, and emerged last year when they were
sold at auction for 78,000 euros.

Among the nuggets is that Proust need-
ed Finalyʼs help to get rid of a free-loading
house guest who had been staying with
him for nearly three years, racking up vast
tailoring bills in his name. Proust had taken
in Swiss emigre Henri Rochat in 1918
when he was working as a waiter, thinking
it would only last a few weeks.

But Rochat “spent a lot more than
Proust himself”, Thierry Laget, who edited
the letters, told AFP. Rochat may have

helped inspire one of the central female
characters of “In Search of Lost Time”-
Albertine, who enjoys luxury clothes and
other lavish gifts. “He was a dandy, who
offered nothing other than this inspiration, a
few games of cards and some nights at the
piano,” Laget said.

Trip to England 
Ultimately, the two friends hatched a plot

to get rid of him, with Finaly finding Rochat
a job in a bank in Recife, Brazil. Worried
that Rochat will back out, Proust writes that
he had left an allowance for him with the
captain of the ship-only to be handed over
once they had set sail.

Little else is known about Rochat, who is
thought to have died in northeastern Brazil
around 1923. Another scoop in the letters is
a very brief trip to England-the only time
Proust is thought to have crossed the
Channel despite his love of English litera-
ture and his many admirers there.

Proust mentions travelling from Ostend
to Dover with Finaly at a young age-though
they came straight back. “Do you remem-
ber, we took the boat together to Dover and
without even getting off, took the next boat
and returned with just a little seasickness,”
the letter reveals.

“Itʼs nonetheless the only thing that
allows me to say to my English readers that
I was once ʻin Englandʼ, if I ever responded
to their letters.” Such details will keep
Proust scholars busy for years.

The letters were bought at auction by
the Societe des Hotels Litteraires, which
runs a series of hotels dedicated to great
writers. “I was not expecting the letters at
all,” said Laget. “When they were shown to
me, I was amazed.” — AFP

This handout picture released by
the University of Southampton
on June 8, 2022 shows fossil
hunter Nick Chase, who found
and donated many Isle of Wight
dinosaur specimens. — AFP

Isolated Russia 
celebrates tsar who opened
‘window to Europe’

People visit the
Motherland Calls statue.


